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particularly interesting in the poem are the last two stanzas. You look down
the road and you come to a fork. This is how Frost sets the stage in New
England, one of my favorite parts of the world. Frost concludes: I looked at
the fork - I knew I had a choice to take one branch or the other.58
We have all had what I call fork-in-the-road experiences. Look at your
life. There may be five, six fork decisions that radically affected your life
from then on. One of mine was going to Ireland in 1984. I spent eight months
living in a country helping impact its economy - an incredibly life-changing
experience.
Frost ends that poem saying: "I took the one (the fork) less traveled by,
and that has made all the difference., 59 That's what entrepreneurs do. It is the
passion we have.
It is crazy, you know, to go through this process and finally make
something of it and think, "Why would I do that again?" Yet you go back
and do it again, again, and again. That's how entrepreneurs are.
Thank you very much. You have been very attentive. I will be glad to
answer any questions.
DISCUSSION FOLLOWING THE REMARKS OF DR. ROBERT
HISRICH
MR. McILROY: We are into our Q and A session now, and we have 22
minutes. The floor is open. Who is first on deck?
DR. HISRICH: I was either very stimulating or very boring, one of the
two.
DR. BARBER: So far in our discussions here, we have been worrying
most about helping entrepreneurs, and you have ended up with a line, which
says our governments really need some help. How do you do that?
DR. HISRICH: That's very hard. Starting companies is relatively easy
compared to that. I think there are several ways that we can assist
government in doing that. At least, I am trying to do that in Slovenia,
Hungary, and Russia.
It was said very nicely today before lunch, who contributes the net
employment? Who contributes the number of new products to the
marketplace? It is mostly the small business/entrepreneurial sector. I think
one thing we can do is help the government understand this sector's
economic development.
What can you do to change the government and the rules and laws to
make people more interested in forming those companies? That is a long58
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term process, which I am working on in Slovenia and Hungary where there is
a lot of wealth to do this.60
How do I get wealth to invest, and how do I get the government to relax
some of the rules? One thing I came up with is forming a venture fund with
the government, matching each individual's investment dollar for dollar, and
is giving 100 percent tax benefit for every dollar invested in this particular
fund, established to invest in entrepreneurs. 61 Also, I am training people how
to evaluate businesses in which to invest; they are feeling more security
because they have other monies investing with them and they get a tax
benefit. It is important to make the laws more positive for investing and
entrepreneurial activity.
MR. McILROY: Daniel?
MR. SANDLER: One of the real difficulties in Canada and the United
States is that we live in federal jurisdictions, and there is competition
between states and provinces in Canada. And from a federal level, from a
country level, do you just have to live with the fact there are going to be
areas because we know entrepreneurs go into pockets, and that's just the way
it will be, or is there enough to go around in all of the provinces and all of the
states to have some piece of the body?
DR. HISRICH: That's a great question. I was asked that in Ireland in
1984 because they wanted to have a universal entrepreneurial society. I have
never seen a universal entrepreneurial society. I would like to tell you we can
do that but I have never seen it occur. I think what will happen is that there
will be these pockets of predominance in Canada as in the United States,
Ireland, Germany, and Austria. Austria will have one - Vienna.
And what do you do with any surplus money? We help these other areas
develop through other mechanisms. I just don't think you are going to see
entrepreneurship throughout any country.
MR. McILROY: Dr. King has a question.
DR. KING: What do we have to worry about from the developing world?
In other words, who is catching up, and how can we protect our flanks?
DR. HISRICH: That's a great question, Henry. I thought you said the
questions would be easy.
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MR. McILROY: That's a love ball. That's about as soft a question you
will get from Dr. King.
DR. HISRICH: Thank you, Henry.
62
Two of my books are in the Chinese language. My Entrepreneurship
book sold over 200,000 copies in the Chinese language. A friend of mine
tells me that means it really sold 300,000. It still is not as bad as Iran where
this professor e-mailed me and said, "We love your book. We are not part of
the international copyright community. We are going to translate it. Would
you write a letter?"
I thought, "Let me see what you are asking me. Write a letter for you to
rip off my book, as I receive no royalty." I waited a few days, wrote him
back saying, "I can't write the letter, but I would love a couple copies of the
book when you publish it." Six months later two copies of the Iranian edition
arrived.
Anyway, I am fortunate because that book and my Thirteen Biggest
Problems63 book are in Chinese. This has allowed me the opportunity to meet
top government officials. I will never forget, I was in Beijing a few years ago
with the president of one of the premier universities and we were at this
wonderful table he hosted; he has absolute impeccable English. For every
500,000 Chinese studying English, one American is studying Chinese. I
asked, "If you let people like myself into this country you are never going to
be the same."
I had just lectured to thousands of students and entrepreneurs. My book is
being sold. I had been interviewed by 150 people from the media, print, radio
and television. He responded, "We know that. We also know we can't
compete with the West with the economic situation the way it is; and we are
going to compete."
So if I look around the world and ask who, ten years from today, are
going to be the economic powerhouses? China is going to be one. They are
powerful today and they will continue to be powerful in the future.
So if you look at a competitive threat, Henry, it is going to be China.
Some people say India but I just haven't seen that. I have tried to do things in
India. India just has its ups and downs. Theoretically, they should be ahead
of China, but again, it's the government, the infrastructure, and the attitudes
they have there.
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I don't see India becoming significant in the next few years. So it is going
to be from China. As Mal said he is competing with Chinese products that
are probably his design. China is here to stay.
MR. McILROY: We have a question at the back there, and then we have
a question at the right.
MR. KERESTER: Is there an optimum tax rate that would not discourage
entrepreneurship and still raise enough money for a business?
DR. HISRICH: Of course, zero.
MR. KERESTER: You really think that would contribute to it?
DR. HISRICH: No, not really. I am satisfied with the U.S. tax rate - but
will not quoted be on that.
I think entrepreneurs are literally fair-minded people, and we need to pay
to play. The problem is with a tax system that is unwieldy, when the
government gets more than you get, or gets above 50 percent, that is close to
the maximum.
While it bothers us to write tax checks, by the same token, we understand
the needs and infrastructure, and most entrepreneurs, interestingly enough,
give back. It is this giving back mentality they have, particularly in our two
countries where you make money and give it back.
Look at all the foundations in the U.S. that now take care of some of the
costs of the government, the museums, the art institutes, and things like what
Mal is doing here in Cleveland. Entrepreneurs give back. That reminds me,
in terms of Henry's question, Chinese entrepreneurs know how to give back.
That's very significant because that means they truly understand the entire
entrepreneurial model, making money, giving it back; their entrepreneurs
already have named buildings at Chinese universities. 64 Nowhere in Europe
do you see that.65 You don't see that in Japan.66 You don't see that in
Australia.67
China is a force to be reckoned with. Does that help? I don't know if the
right tax amount is 15 percent or 20 percent, but it has to be below 50, and
the lower it is the better. But a zero tax rate, I don't think that would be that
beneficial.
MR. McILROY: Morris, we are just going to go to Brad Cherniak, and
then you are next.
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MR. CHERNIAK: With all that is going on in the world and in China and
the emerging opportunities, is it becoming harder or easier to become an
entrepreneur in America, say, ten years ago or 20 years ago than now?
DR. HISRICH: Do you take the hard questions?
MR. McILROY: No. I am just the moderator.
DR. HISRICH: You set me up for this, Henry. That's a very interesting
question.
I don't think it is any more difficult today than it was; it is a very
hypercompetitive world, but generally entrepreneurs are very competitive
creatures anyway, so that doesn't bother us. In fact, I like it because that
means I have to be smarter, better, and faster than anybody else. I would
much rather have a competitive environment than a noncompetitive one.
When it really gets difficult for us is when there is not money available,
so the era of 2000 to 2004 was tough. I mean, entrepreneurs just couldn't
find money and we need money. And, banks aren't responsible for that
because they are asset based lenders.
The trouble is, as somebody said, we have no assets except for intellectual
property. Some ventures had no protection. So if money is available, then we
are fine; I don't think it is any harder today. Today there is more money
available than ever in the history of the world. Today it is sort of fun to be an
entrepreneur.
I have had less trouble raising capital, and large public equity funds have
significant monies. Some people worry about them but I like them. My
companies are always up for sale. As long as we agree on valuation, you can
buy any of them. I think it is the same in Canada. I have never done business
in Canada except for my Boston Lens business and that was 20 years ago
when I was an MIT professor.
MR. McLROY: Morris?
MR. SHANKER: I want to follow up on Henry's question. You suggested
ten years from now China will be a big player to be worried about, words to
that effect. Are you then suggesting the general prosperity of this country
will then be diminished if China becomes the big player or any other country
becomes the big player?
DR. HISRICH: I am sorry I didn't respond succinctly enough because I
didn't mean that. No, I think China is a dominant economic power that is
going to be here for the next decade.
The United States and Canada are fine. I don't worry about China. In fact,
I think it is better to have another economic power. I don't think our two
economies can carry the world any more. I think the world is too big and too
complicated.
So I find what they are doing - low cost manufacturing - is very

beneficial. I am a manufacturer, and I don't consider that a threat. I consider
that a reality that they are going to be here as an economic power. I think our
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prosperity is going to stay the same as long as we innovate and be
entrepreneurial. Our countries are in an entirely different product/market
space.
With about 80 percent of the economy of the U.S. in service-based
business, low cost manufacturing is not a threat. 68 I would love to say
manufacturing is coming back, but I just don't think it will at least, as we
now know manufacturing today. China is also a big market, too. Wait till the
people start making money over there.
MR. McILROY: We have another question I think from Daniel Sandier.
MR. SANDLER: I would like to come back to the angels, and they are the
key both in Canada and the United States. A number of things, there has been
a huge push in both countries to introduce a federal tax credit. It was deferred
by the SBA and seems to have died in committee or is dying in committee.
Do you think, first of all, that is a good thing, an income tax credit at the
federal level, and why do you think the governments are so adverse for that if
you think it is a good thing?
DR. HISRICH: That's a great question. I never thought about that before.
I think people, entrepreneurs, some of them angels now, have accumulated
wealth through some means. I think some are going to be angels regardless
of the tax credit.
Even if you raise the tax a bit, I would still be an entrepreneur. I am not
sure it is going to stimulate any more investment. Maybe it would in Canada
- I don't know your culture well enough. I don't think it significantly would
in the United States.
Why do I think the governments of the two countries are not doing it? It is
the same in every government. I am trying to convince Slovenia they should
give 100 percent tax credit for these people to invest. The government
doesn't like that. They want instantaneous money, not futuristic money. This
money won't pay back anything until cash-out time, which may be seven to
ten years.
I don't think governments in general are futuristic thinkers. Today it is
better to have today's gratification rather than future gratification. However,
I am not a politician. Ireland was interesting. When I was there in 1984, the
Irish government tried to attract companies to manufacture there, feeling that
would be the salvation of country. That was the policy for years and there are
companies manufacturing there. 69 The Irish government gave huge tax
68
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incentives,7 ° and that didn't really stimulate the economy.7 ' I am not sure
taxes are ever the main issue.
MR. McILROY: Maybe I could just follow on that topic. One figure that
really struck me, Bob, in your numbers was the number of firms that were
formed in 2005 in comparison between Canada and the United States.
Usually in Canada, there is the ten times rule.72 Our population has been
generally one tenth of yours, so we usually expect to see a number in the
U.S. to be ten times what it is in Canada.
But in 2005, 30,000 new firms in Canada roughly; 73 the United States,
672,000. 74 So in other words, it was 20 times instead of ten times, and I see
that as twice as high per capita, which is a significant difference. That sort of
flies in the face, I think, of the World Bank numbers where they sort of seem
to say we were the same.
I, as a Canadian, think that there are far fewer entrepreneurial firms
formed in Canada, and your numbers seem to hold that out.75 The World
Bank numbers, I am not so sure, and I was wondering if you could comment
on that, why you see more firms formed in the United States and more of an
entrepreneurial spirit?
DR. HISRICH: Good question. These numbers came right from the
government numbers. Remember these numbers reflect people that form a
company and have at least one employee, not a single employee firm. That
would really change these numbers if we add single employee firm
formations. I think it will probably change the numbers equally in both
countries.
The numbers would at least double. The U.S. has always had a culture
(and I don't know Canada well enough except my experience in Canada with
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my Boston lens) forming things, being creative, and being our own boss. And
we have this angel environment that makes money available.76
We have taught entrepreneurship in our schools a lot longer than Canada.
Remember, teachers do have an impact.77 This started in Canada at the
university level about six years later than the U.S. 78 It started rigorously in
the U.S. in about 1980. 79 Germany just started teaching entrepreneurship in
their schools two years ago.8 °
So educationally, we have been more prone to create entrepreneurs, and
our society is probably more open and supportive of entrepreneurs. It is just
the culture that the U.S. has had throughout, which perhaps hasn't been quite
as strong in Canada.
By the same token, the World Bank is talking about their overall
measurement, so these are their rankings. The numbers in the United States
and Canada versus other countries make relative sense to me.
MR. McILROY: I understand we are down to two minutes, but Henry has
just given me the you-are-out-of-time sign. So I think we are going to call
this to a close.
I would like to very much thank Dr. Hisrich for traveling from Arizona to
join us. I think we can all agree that he brings a unique perspective to the
topic of this Conference, and I would like you to join me in thanking him for
his presentation.
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